
Date: ___________  Phone: _________________

Company: _______________________________

Name: __________________________________

V32017

EOD Leveler

 
IMPORTANT: Pallet Jacks are not recommended for 
use with dock levelers. However, in some cases they 
may be used to accommodate 3” above dock and 3” 
below dock applications. 

NOTE: To achieve the occasional use of a +/-5” range, 
we recommend a gas or propane forklift. The dock 
leveler should not be used for frequent use +/-5”.

GENERAL INFORMATION:

1.  What is the dock height? ________inches  

2.   What is the truck bed height? ________Min. ________Max.

3.  What is the rated lifting capacity of the forklift being used? ____________lbs. 

4.  Forklift is:     electric    gasoline    propane

5.  Does the forklift have    3 wheels or    4 wheels?

6.  How many shifts per day will the dock leveler be used?    One Shift    Multiple Shifts  

7.  Will this location service refrigerated trailers?   Yes    No

8.  Is there an embedded steel channel in place at this location?*   Yes    No
*If there is no embedded steel channel in place, you will need to 
purchase an approach plate for safe installation of the dock leveler.

9.  If you would like an approach plate, please provide more information below:

 a. Width of the dock door  ________ inches

 b. Depth of approach plate (circle one):

  EPAP12 (120” width x 12” depth – standard)

  EPAP24 (120” width x 24” depth if the dock is damaged or worn)

10.  Please make hardware selection, if desired (circle one):

  EPAP2 (for dock installation of dock leveler only)

  EPAP3 (for installation of dock leveler + approach plate) 
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